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Tom’s Ten Data Tips – June 2012 
 
Managing Quality Improvement 
Quality management is the process of identifying and administering all 
activities needed to achieve the quality objectives of an organization 
(Juran & Gryna, 1993). Useful as a Quality Assurance (QA) department 
might be in some settings, it has become eminently clear that only an 
active role of all functions throughout the organization will allow 
companies to meet their quality needs. 
 
Quality is a topic of all times. In different guises it has gained 
popularity and gone out of fashion, but its strategic importance to 
keep customers happy, and operations efficient, has never really 
changed. 
 
 
1. Business Change Is (Still) Driving The Need For Quality 
Following WW II a global “quality movement” arose that was (in large 
part) inspired by the Japanese miracle. Previously seen as inferior 
products, the Japanese set out to face head on realities of having to 
sell their products at deflated prices to stand a chance against 
international competition. Nowadays, the Japanese often set the 
benchmark with regards to quality, and do so in many areas. Whether 
it is about cars, or consumer electronics, they turned their quality 
image from inferior to superior. Some people consider this “quality 
movement” an artifact of the past, but interestingly, many of the 
drivers for change back then are still very much in place. 
 
Changing business conditions drove the need for better quality in the 
60’s. By the time production began to catch up with demand in the 
postwar decades, the driving factors for improved quality were 
increased competition. For consumers that typically means better 
quality at lower prices. Customers change. As companies diversify and 
enter new markets, they are met by new needs – new to the producer, 
that is. The product mix changes. We experience increased product 
complexity, and higher levels of customer expectation (Juran & Gryna, 
1993). Although these were the drivers for the quality movement in 
the 60’s, they seem just as contemporary as 50 years ago… 
 
 
 

“turning data into dollars” 
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2. Quality Is Not A Technical Issue; It’s A Business Issue 
It is easy, maybe even downright tempting to make believe quality 
problems are “technical” in nature. As the rate of (business) change 
around us keeps accelerating, opportunity costs no longer allow us to 
carefully design and test new product (or service) designs before going 
to market. Competition might seize that opportunity before you do.  
 
Companies need to make tradeoffs between quality and speed. Better 
product quality against an earlier entry into the market. Do we seize a 
market opportunity sooner (and capture market share accordingly), at 
the risk of facing customer service issues and complaints about a less 
than perfect product? Or do we wait a little longer, miss out on some 
early opportunities, but then present a “better” (more mature) 
product? No matter how long you wait, the product is never going to 
be perfect. So deciding when to launch was, and always will (or at 
least should) be a business decision. Surely input from technical staff 
will have been gathered, but in the end its management‘s call when to 
hit the market and when to hold back. 
 
 
3. A Business Case Should Be Phrased In Numbers 
Any Quality improvement effort needs to be justified to (senior) 
management. Things are (currently) the way they are for a reason. A 
change, any change in the current homeostasis, is bound to trigger 
resistance. Even (also) if it is obviously a change for the better. 
 
A good first step is to verify the magnitude of the problem in numbers. 
This serves to justify time and resources spent to overcome the 
problem, and will also help manage resistance and foster acceptance 
by the time a remedy gets implemented. So firstly build a business 
case to get your project started, and secondly to “help” it follow 
through.  
 
Even if there is ‘universal’ agreement on the importance of the 
problem, it still makes sense to quantify its severity. Phrase this either 
as quality loss or potential savings. For management the universal 
language is money. For employees some other metric may be more 
effective like: percentage of orders canceled, number of products 
scrapped per month, average delay time due to errors, percentage of 
manufacturing personnel assigned to correct problems, etc. 
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4. Most Quality Problems Tend To Be “System-Controllable” 
All original quality gurus (Shewhart, Deming, Juran, and others) have 
described their version of a classic distinction between management- 
(or “system”) versus worker-controlled problems. Shewart referred to 
Chance cause and Assignable cause, Deming called these Common 
(~management) versus Special (~worker) causes. “System-
controllable” causes are the usual quantifiable variations in a system 
(e.g.: “3% of production has unacceptable tolerances”), whereas 
worker-controlled problems are not previously observed, non-
quantifiable variations (e.g.: a complete machine breakdown, halting 
production). They require rather different measures to overcome such 
problems (see also tip# 6). 
 
Although there is no “hard” empirical evidence for this, most authors 
assert the distribution is about 80%:20% system- versus worker-
controlled problems. There seems no rational explanation for this 
skewed distribution. 
 
 
5. Provide Employees With The Means To Succeed 
There are three things required in order to empower employees 
sufficiently to gain self-control. First of all, they need to know what 
they are supposed to do. E.g.: when should a product be ready to 
ship, what are the specifications, etc. In short: what does a good 
(enough) performance look like? Secondly, they need to receive 
(timely) feedback about their performance. What percentage of 
products was delivered on time? What are the findings from quality 
control? Here we refer to the extent of conformance to specification. 
Thirdly, employees need the means to adjust their performance to 
meet the stated objectives. If products are (currently) delivered too 
late, how can they intervene to meet the proposed schedule? Provide 
people with the authority to adjust their conduct and regulate the 
process that drives their own performance.  
 
With all three in place, the conclusion is that quality problems are 
worker-controllable. If one of these three is missing, the problem is 
management controllable. 
 
 
6. Chronic And Sporadic Quality Problems Require Distinct 
Approaches 
Costs associated with poor quality could originate from chronic as well 
as sporadic problems. Each requires rather different approaches. A 
chronic problem is a long-standing issue that requires changing the 
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status quo. A sporadic problem is a sudden issue that requires remedy 
by restoring the status quo. 
 
Chronic problems usually don’t seem too dramatic because they have 
been happening for (quite) a while. They are often regarded as a 
necessary cost of doing business. This makes them extra difficult to 
solve because they have come to be accepted as inevitable. Sporadic 
problems on the other hand tend to draw more attention. They can 
easily sap the lion’s share of management attention and resources. 
 
 
7. Make Troubleshooting A Structured Activity, Too 
Troubleshooting seems like crisis management yet it can be 
approached in just as structured a way as any other attempt at quality 
improvement. You begin by stating and specifying a deviation from the 
norm (“what’s the problem?”). Is there a (known) cause for this? 
Systematically run through possible explanations to identify unique 
characteristics of the current situation. What’s particular about the 
current situation in which a problem has occurred? 
 
In the next phase you look for (all) conditions that have changed prior 
to the quality problem, and analyze whether these might have caused 
the current problem. For all of these possible causes, you then test 
whether they were consistently present and whether removal of this 
cause makes the problem go away (or vice versa). 
 
Kepner & Tregoe (1997) have written an excellent book on structured 
problem solving with a highly regarded approach to both problem 
analysis as well as troubleshooting.  
 
 
8. Don’t Let Firefighting Take Precedence Over Continuous 
Improvement 
Because of the (much) higher profile of sporadic quality problems (see 
also tip# 7), they are more “obvious” candidates for improvement. 
Clearly unacceptable incidents must stop, no? Well, the wisdom of that 
statement often needs to be challenged. Otherwise, troubleshooting 
can easily become the “default” mode of operating. Is it rational to 
allow incidents (“sporadic quality problems”) continuing priority over 
efforts to achieve potentially larger savings that loom by coping with 
chronic problems? Clearly not. 
 
Just because a chronic problem has been occurring for years (“on 
average, we scrap 2.4% of our production”) does not mean it cannot 
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be changed. A powerful process to cope with chronic problems is to 
begin by demonstrating to management that a different approach is 
required to resolve a long-standing issue. After identifying possible 
improvement projects (“Kaizen”), and organizing a cross-functional 
team to cope with these, diagnosis and remedy should be squarely left 
to the project team. They will prove the effectiveness of their 
alternative, which management should back up to deal with (possible) 
resistance to change. After a challenger strategy is put in place, 
ensure it gets “locked into” new working practices by installing all 
measures and controls to put employees in control (see also tip# 5). 
 
 
9. Quality Control Isn’t About Statistics, It’s About Management 
One of the central tenets of Deming’s work is that quality is –on 
average– for 80% controlled by “the system” and maybe for 20% by 
employees. Since management is squarely in control of the system, it 
is their responsibility to assign targets and accountabilities that 
“automatically” enforce quality. You need to ‘design’ quality into the 
process. 
 
Employees have a (an ongoing) responsibility to report to 
management how “the system” is affecting quality, and what might be 
done about this. Examples of how the system could be broken are 
typically the result of poor business alignment: for instance when 
managers are expected to deliver high accuracy and their subordinates 
are foremost rewarded for speed. Managing quality requires 
managerial, technological, and statistical concepts working together, 
throughout the organization. 
 
 
10. Manage Quality Today, But Don’t Forget About Tomorrow 
Quality practitioners often get inundated with duties that all seem 
(equally) urgent (see also tip# 8). There seem to be so many 
problems requiring immediate attention in the current product that the 
“bigger picture” might fade. 
 
Although managing quality in existing products is important, you also 
need to cater to the future. It is equally important (and one could 
argue even more so) to plan quality into new products. If not, you 
could find yourself forever chasing “urgent” problems without 
noticeable improvement.  
 


